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WHO WE AR E

Diane is a Parisian graphic designer and art 
director. After studying modern literature, she 
studied graphic design and art history at 
l’École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs 
in Paris. She then graduated with a Master’s 
Degree at Sciences Po, Paris.
Over the past ten years, she has worked for 
prestigious design and advertising agencies. 
She has specialized in the identity of luxury 
brands, among her clients are Hermès, Ruinart, 
Azzedine Alaïa, Dior, L’Oréal, and others. Diane 
has worked in various creative fields, from print 
and web design, to scenography and illustration, 
as well as photography and writing.

Theodore was born in Boston, he moved to Paris 
at an early age and grew-up between France, 
Greece and England.  He studied piano before 
attaining a law degree at the Sorbonne University 
while concurrently studying sculpture at the 
School of Fine Arts in Paris.
Despite virtuosity and critical acclaim in large 
ink drawings and wooden figures, Theodore 
continuously renews his work, evidencing the 
plurality of the Artist and the multifaceted layers 
and depth of his artistic expression manifesting 
through video art, installations, objects, street 
art, political and poetic posters.



OU R SU BJ ECT

We explore the relationship and non-relation-
ship between two individuals. Our “attach-
ment/belonging” to one another and our 
“attachment/belonging” to a historical and 
social context.

Free and trapped, hunting and hunted, important 
and obsolete, we explore the superficiality 
of sexual representation and the depth of 
myths, a figuration of our own private or universal 
mythology.



OU R ARTWOR K

In this show, we are presenting preparatory 
sketches, medium and large original ink 
drawings as well as large scale monoprints 
which form an monumental fresco inspired 
by ancient Greek mythology.



EXH I B ITION I N FOS

Boite Noire Gallery (Space B222) in the 
Pacific Design Center, West Hollywood, Los 
Angeles, California.

From January 27th to February 28th 2017.
In collaboration with Pacific Design Center’s 
designLAb.



LARG E SCALE ARTWOR KS

The result of this common work is a 
monumental black and white fresco, 
expressed both lyrically and poetically as a 
fragile, perennial transcript of love.
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CONTACT

Private viewings of our exhibition and 
narrative introduction to the mythological 
stories, creatures and affairs on request.

contact us by email at :
boitenoiregallery@gmail.com
dianealexandre@hotmail.com

or by phone at :
323 217 2237 
+33 6 85 01 66 26




